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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Background
Since its first discovery until today, many researches has been carried out in 
fingerprint application.  Many approaches has been introduced and upgraded in 
Automated Fingerprint Identification System.  Fingerprint enahancement is among 
the field focusses.  Fingerprint enhancement is very crucial in producing fingerprint 
image with high quality and free from noise.  Based on the researches that are carried 
out, there generally are two approaches in fingerprint extraction.  The first approach 
is the Conventional Approach and the second one is Direct From Gray Scale which 
was introduced by Maio and Maltoni (1997).  In the Conventional Approach, the 
fingerprint image must go through a few processes before the minutiae extraction.  
These processes are fingerprint pre-processing, enhancement, directional image, 
segmentation, thinning and minutiae extraction.  Meanwhile in Direct from Gray 
Scale Approach, all mentioned processes in Conventional Approach is discarded; 
fingerprint extraction is done by using Ridge Line Following Algorithm.  Both 
approaches will be discussed in details in Chapter 2. 
From the research, both approaches have its flaw and the flaw comes from 
the same factor that is the fingerprint image quality.  For the Conventional Approach, 
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identification especially in fingerprint thinning.  A poor fingerprint image produces 
wrong skeleton fingerprint image that leads to the lost of its genuine features or 
structures.  This resulted false in the minutiae creation and the failure of fingerprint 
identification.  Meanwhile in second approach, fingerprint image quality is important 
in tangent calculation. It is used for trails the ridges.  This ridge following process 
can be spoilt in the presence of noise such as sweat holes and scars. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Fingerprint identification accuracy for Conventional Approach and Direct 
From Gray Scale heavily dependent on fingerprint image quality.  Fingerprint image 
low qualities are caused by: 
1. Ridge and furrow width that are not uniform. 
2. Sweat holes on fingerprint image. 
3. Scar effect that disrupt ridges and furrow flow. 
4. Fingerprint image that contains random noise during image acquisitions. 
The question is, what are the techniques that can be used to increase and 
enhance fingerprint image before fingerprint extraction process? 
 In fingerprint image enhancement, the directional image usage is very 
important.  Direction for each ridge is obtained by using directional image 
calculation. The accuracy of ridge direction ensures the successful of fingerprint 
image enhancement. The production of Directional Image is based on the concept 
introduced by Mehtre and Murthy (1987). Is there any possibility that this 
directional image calculation will enhance the better directional image? 
3 In obtaining fingerprint image that are free from noise, sweat holes, scar as 
well as increasing the ridges and furrows uniformity, this directional image is used 
with filtering technique in frequency domain for producing better fingerprint image.  
What is the filtering technique that can be use in getting new fingerprint image with 
high quality by using directional image? 
1.3 Objective
In doing this thesis, there are three objectives. The objectives are: 
1. Reconstruct scar effect and sweat holes into fine ridges and furrows 
2. Increase the uniformity of the ridges and furrows width 
3. Find the suitable approach for objective (1) and (2) above
1.4 Scope
This thesis will focus on the use of gray scale fingerprint images obtained 
through an optical scanner.  The dataset will consist of 500 fingerprint images in 
various classes and noises. 
This research focuses in fingerprint reconstruction based on improved 
directional image. 
The result of the discussions focus only on successful fingerprint 
reconstruction. Time measurement is not applicable in this research. 
41.5 Limitation 
The test fingerprint images are limited to those that have been obtained from 
SecureTouch optical scanner. 
1.6 Fingerprint Analysis 
Fingerprint technology is one of the biometric technologies based on physical 
characteristic.  The characteristic is differ from one person to another.  The 
fingerprint technology has already been used in human identification for century.  It 
has been successfully implemented in forensic, administrative, banking and in 
commerce sectors.
Fingerprints contain ridges and furrows.  There are two major attributes that 
can be extracted from the fingerprint.  They are known as local and global attributes.
For global attribute, it uses the cores and deltas for fingerprints classification.  The 
local attribute extracts fingerprints ridges information which is known as minutiae.  
They are used in fingerprint identification (Kasei et al. 1997). Figure 1.1 shows the 
fingerprint ridges and furrows. 
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Figure 1.1 Fingerprints ridges and furrows
A bifurcation is a ridge divided or forked into two or more parallel ridges.  A lake is 
the joining of two bifurcations in which one forms the left side and the other forms
the right side.  An island is a very short and independent ridge.  The ridge ending is 
where a ridge begins and ends abruptly.  A short ridge is a short and independent 
ridge, but not shorter than an island.  From the Figure 1.2, all minutiaes derives from
a basic minutiae, ridge ending and bifurcation. 
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Figure 1.2 Fingerprint’s minutiae
